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ARTICLE

Detection of necrotic foliage in a young Eucalyptus pellita plantation using
unmanned aerial vehicle RGB photography – a demonstration of concept
M. Della, C. Stoneb, J. Osborna, M. Glenc, C. McCoulla, A. Rimbawantod, B. Tjahyonoe and C. Mohammedc

aSchool of Technology, Environments and Design, University of Tasmania, Hobart, Australia; bForest Science, NSW Department of Primary
Industries – Forestry, Parramatta, Australia; cTasmanian Institute of Agriculture, University of Tasmania, Hobart, Australia; dCentre for
Biotechnology and Tree Improvement, Ministry of Environment and Forestry, Yogyakarta, Indonesia; ePT. Arara Abadi (Sinarmas Forestry),
Pinang Sebatang, Indonesia

ABSTRACT
Recent advances and commercialisation of unmanned aerial vehicle/red blue green (RGB) camera
systems and digital photogrammetric techniques now provide a cheap and flexible alternative to
higher-cost airborne platforms for routine monitoring of canopy health in timber plantations.
Structure-from-Motion photogrammetry produces very dense three-dimensional (3D) point clouds
which can be used to derive metrics for inventory estimation. Unmanned aerial vehicle RGB
photography also captures data that can relate to tree health. In contrast to the more common
use of orthorectified RGB photography to extract this spectral information, we used the software
package Agisoft Photoscan to assign a simple Vegetation Index value directly to each point in the
3D point cloud. Using data acquired by a DJI Phantom 4 Pro, we present a simple processing and
photogrammetric workflow solution for detecting dead and dying trees in a young Eucalyptus pellita
plantation located in the provenance of Riau, Sumatra. Trees affected by the bacterial wilt Ralstonia
sp. present symptoms of necrotic foliage on individual branches or the whole crown. Assigning the
Visible Atmospheric Resistant Index Vegetation Index colour-coded values to individual points in
the 3D point cloud significantly enhanced visualisation of necrotic foliage on individual trees in
both the point cloud and the associated orthophoto compared to the RGB equivalent images. This
approach could easily be operationally deployed for the rapid detection and mapping of unhealthy
trees with symptoms of necrotic foliage.
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Introduction

The capacity of digital aerial photography (DAP) and Structure-
from-Motion (SfM) photogrammetric methods to deliver dense
three-dimensional (3D) point clouds that describe the structure
of forest canopies has been widely demonstrated in recent
years (Bohlin et al. 2012; Wallace et al. 2016; Puliti et al. 2017;
Alonzo et al. 2018; Iqbal et al. 2018b; Jayathunga et al. 2018;
Navarro et al. 2018; Tompalski et al. 2018). In particular,
a substantial research effort has been directed at assessing
the capability of photogrammetric methods to generate
canopy and tree-level metrics that support estimation of forest
inventory (Nurminen et al. 2013; White et al. 2015; Bonnet et al.
2017; Goodbody et al. 2017; Ota et al. 2017; Alonzo et al. 2018;
Caccamo et al. 2018; Guerra-Hernández et al. 2018; Navarro
et al. 2018; Iqbal et al. 2019). These studies have demonstrated
that DAP and photogrammetric methods are a practical alter-
native to airborne laser scanning (ALS) for the purposes of
forest inventory when there are sufficient operational and
financial benefits (Kangas et al. 2018).

Affordable photogrammetry software packages incorporat-
ing SfM algorithms (often also referred to as Structure-from-
Motion Multi-View-Stereopsis algorithms) use images that are
acquired with high forward and side-overlap from a range of
different viewpoints to generate a very dense 3D point cloud.
Differences between DAP and ALS-derived point clouds are
described in detail by Iqbal et al. (2018b). Photogrammetric
methods generally cannot deliver the depth of penetration
into the canopy or through the canopy to terrain that is

afforded by ALS (White et al. 2013; Stone et al. 2016; Iqbal
et al. 2018b) but offer other important operational advantages.
These include the flexibility to acquire aerial imagery using any
of a wide variety of digital cameras, or any of a wide variety of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) or manned aircraft platforms,
and not are dependent on more expensive and less available
UAV or manned aircraft ALS platforms and sensors. In turn, this
leads to more flexible timing of deployment (improved tem-
poral resolution for data acquisition) and lower deployment
costs when compared with ALS. Photogrammetric methods
also offer very high spatial resolution, high spatial accuracy
and—significantly in the case of monitoring tree health—
point cloud data that includes spectral information.

Remotely sensed multispectral and, more recently, hyper-
spectral imagery have been widely employed to monitor
forest canopy health. The detection and mapping of damage
extent and severity caused by damaging agents and pro-
cesses is required for targeted intervention as well as for
more strategic aims of predicting stand susceptibility or
evaluating the performance of management strategies
(Stone & Mohammed 2017). Satellite imagery has commonly
been used for this application, providing wide area coverage
(e.g. Meddens et al. 2014) but with significant limitations in
terms of spatial resolution, spatial accuracy and lack of 3D
structural information.

Multi- and hyperspectral sensors mounted on manned
aircraft or UAV platforms, however, are becoming more avail-
able and providing spatial (ground sampling) resolutions that
approach conventional digital cameras (e.g. Pietrzykowski
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et al. 2007; Pu et al. 2008; Dash et al. 2017; Näsi et al. 2018). At
present, these sensors are much more expensive than con-
sumer or professional-grade red green blue (known as RGB)
cameras and hence create higher financial risk if they are
mounted onto UAV platforms. Alternatives to the expensive
pushbroom hyperspectral sensors are being developed, such
as sensors based on the Fabry-Férot interferometer technique
(Näsi et al. 2018).

The capacity of these spectral sensors to detect a range of
different types of foliar damage is significantly influenced by
both the spatial and spectral resolution of the sensor (Stone
& Mohammed et al. 2017). With hyperspectral data (band-
width <10 nm), there is an opportunity to discern subtle
changes in foliar pigment composition (e.g. leaf chlorosis or
non-green discolouration) or symptoms of water stress or
nutrient deficiencies (e.g. Camino et al. 2018; Gerhards et al.
2018). Although metrics derived from hyperspectral data are
sensitive to physiological stress, they are also highly affected
by illumination conditions, viewing geometry and canopy
structure (Hermández-Clemente et al. 2011; Näsi et al.
2015). Spectral metrics derived from broadband multispec-
tral imagery are more robust and transferrable but much less
sensitive to the specific type or severity of foliar symptoms.

Dash et al. (2017) used a UAV equipped with
a multispectral (B, G, R, RE & Near Infra Red (NIR)) sensor to
monitor changes in pine crown colour after herbicide applica-
tion. They extracted raster-based reflectance values after con-
version from the raw digital numbers (DN) using calibrated
reflectance panels. They then extracted and modelled four
spectral indices that were known to be related to plant stress
and created non-parametric models that could predict the
onset of needle discolouration with reasonable accuracy
(kappa range 0.39–0.64). Goodbody et al. (2018) used DAP
to extract structural metrics from point cloud data and spec-
tral metrics from multi-band orthophotography. They showed
that while structural metrics were effective for landscape-level
estimations of stand forest inventory attributes for a mixed
species forest in Ontario, Canada, the spectral metrics derived
from multi-band orthophotography were more suited to
modelling cumulative spruce budworm defoliation. Alonzo
et al. (2018) also extracted both structural and spectral metrics
from a raster-based Canopy Height Model (CHM) and RGB
orthophotography, respectively, derived from SfM data
acquired by a UAV for estimating stand structure and species
composition.

Numerous reviews have been published that evaluate the
effectiveness of a large suite of vegetation indices (VIs) using
multispectral and hyperspectral imagery for a range of assess-
ment objectives (e.g. Xue & Su 2017). To date, the majority of
VIs incorporate information from both the visible and NIR
spectra (Xue & Su 2017). There are fewer VIs derived from
just the visible spectra using RGB wavebands (e.g. Richardson
et al. 2007; Hunt et al. 2011; Sakamoto et al. 2012b; Bendig
et al. 2015; Jannoura et al. 2015).

The operational advantages of using consumer-grade
UAV/RGB camera systems need to be countered with some
inherent disadvantages when compared to more expensive
multispectral and hyperspectral platforms. With consumer-
grade digital cameras there is significant overlap of the R,
G and B wavelength values recorded in the output image
and there is a non-linear relationship between the intensity
of the incident light and the DN associated with each pixel
or point datum. A useful discussion of these and other

factors affecting RGB imagery is provided by Lebourgeois
et al. (2008). However, despite these limitations RGB VIs have
been successfully applied to monitor vegetation phenology
and condition (e.g. Adamsen et al. 1999; Richardson et al.
2007; Hunt et al. 2013; Inoue et al. 2015; Anderson et al.
2016; Possoch et al. 2016). Farmers now routinely survey
crops using UAV/RGB camera systems and apply VIs pre-
sented in these studies to a derived raster-based orthophoto
and the pixels are classified on a pixel-by-pixel basis.

Much fewer investigations using indices derived directly from
colour information encoded into photogrammetrically derived
dense point clouds can be found in the literature. Dandois et al.
(2017) evaluated the quality of RGB data in photogrammetric
dense point clouds captured for a single tree and for forest
patches. They found that when target features were fully visible
in images the colour assigned to 3D points was highly reliable,
but the reliability of assigned colour declined when target fea-
tures were partially obscured or in shadow.

This paper presents a preliminary study on the applica-
tion of 3D RGB point cloud data for crown health surveil-
lance in young tree plantations. We present an acquisition
and photogrammetric workflow solution based on the use of
a low-cost UAV, an affordable consumer camera and extrac-
tion of 3D RGB point clouds using popular photogrammetric
software. We propose that this solution can be operationally
deployed for the accurate detection and mapping of dead or
dying trees within a young eucalypt plantation.

Materials and methods

Study area and tree damage symptoms

The study area was in a plantation of Eucalyptus pellita F.Muell.
managed by PT. Indah Kiat Pulp & Paper company and located
approximately 30 km north-east from Pekanbaru City, Riau
Province, central Sumatra. It consisted of a 3-ha stand planted
in July 2017 at a spacing of 2 × 3m. Tree crowns along the rows
were often touching, however, the groundwas visible between
the tree rows for most of the stand.

Themost common symptom in this stand of young E. pellita
trees was a bacterial wilt caused by the pathogen Ralstonia sp.
This disease is soil borne and enters its host via the root system.
A bacterial ‘slime’ results that fills the xylem vessels, causing
leaves to become dry and necrotic. These symptoms can occur
on individual branches or clusters of branches before killing the
entire crown. Some leaf drop can occur but dead leaves are
usually retained until the whole plant wilts (Keane et al. 2000).
These distinct damage symptoms presented in a young planta-
tion were ideal for demonstrating the potential of RGB SfM
point cloud data acquired with a multi-rotor UAV for the rapid
detection of necrotic foliage on individual trees.

Ground-truthing was not undertaken in this preliminary
study. Ground-based visual assessments of damage symptoms
on individual trees are of course desirable and if available
present the opportunity of being used as reference data for
automated classification of tree crown health (Stone &
Mohammed 2017). However, the visual assessment of high
spatial resolution DAP in forest health surveys has been applied
operationally, although precision does rely on the expertise of
the interpreter (Wulder et al. 2012). The approach taken in this
study was the visual assessment of crown damage by a forest
health expert in both the RGB and Visible Atmospheric
Resistant Index (VARI)-derived orthophotos, with discrepancies
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examined in more detail through closer examination of the
VARI-assigned point cloud.

Ground control points

Ground control points (GCPs) are not essential but are recom-
mended when high spatial accuracy is required from photo-
grammetry and should be well-distributed throughout the
area of interest and having a clear sky view (Osborn et al.
2017). The survey control consisted of existing features such
as road markings as well as temporary ground control targets
made of laminated paper with a black and white checker board
pattern with a cell size of 12.5 cm. For repeat aerial surveys it is
recommended that permanent GCPs be established. The GCPs
were surveyed using a CHC Navigation x900 S-OPUS dual
frequency Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver
whichwas set up as a base station and a single frequency GNSS
receiver used as the rover. The base station was located close
to the site and collected data for the duration of the survey.
Ground control point observations were made with the rover
mounted on a levelled, 2-m pole for a minimum of 10 minutes
at each GCP. Locations were recorded in a Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM) projection of the WGS84 datum. A total of 15
GCPs were surveyed.

For GNSS post-processing the base control point data was
exported to a Rinex format and then submitted to the
Canadian (Natural Resources Canada) Precise Point
Positioning website https://webapp.geod.nrcan.gc.can/geod/
tools-outils/ppp.php. The rover data was exported to a Rinex
format and processed against the post-processed base station
location using the Ashtech GNSS Solutions (free) software.

Only one GCP was not well-resolved having relatively
large uncertainty in the X, Y (0.114) and Z (0.079) coordinates
and hence was not used as a control point for the photo-
graphy. The uncertainty of this point may have resulted from
a poor receiver sky view or because the pole was unstable
during data collection.

Unmanned aerial vehicle imagery acquisition

Flying conditions were favourable with generally even light-
ing and very light winds. The imagery was acquired with
a DJI Phantom 4 Pro. The flying height was around 30 m
above ground level giving a ground sample distance (GSD)
at the ground of approximately 0.8 cm. The flight lines were
aligned parallel to the tree rows to maximise the capacity to
match and extract ground features between the tree rows.
Photo acquisition parameters were set to 95% forward-
overlap and 95% side-overlap. The camera settings were
set manually to capture JPEG images at an equal distance
with an image ratio of 3:2, ISO 100, F-stop 4.5, shutter at 1/
200 second and white balance set to cloudy.

The flightpaths were generated using DJI Ground Station
Pro, which automatically determines the optimal efficient
speed of flight based on keeping the motion blur at less
than half a pixel. This motion blur is a critical factor in
determining the ability of the sensor to clearly resolve the
upper part of the tree crowns, and to maintain sharp, in-
focus images throughout the survey. Motion blur can also be
introduced into the photography through the movement of
trees due to wind.

The high 95%/95% forward and side-overlap helped to
ensure a high-quality representation of the canopy and tree

structure and a well-defined ground surface. While the high
side-overlap increases overall flying time due to the closer
spacing of the flight lines, it results in a more reliable repre-
sentation of tree structure due to the increase in matched
image points. High overlap also provides redundancy in
areas of undulating terrain since, for a flight plan with
fixed distances between camera exposure stations and
between flight lines (each set by the flight planning design),
there will be some reduction in both forward and side-
overlap whenever the terrain height increases. High overlap
also allows for the potential to subsample the acquired
images if desired, to decrease processing times.

Image processing

The photographs were not altered or enhanced in any way and
were processed using default settings in Agisoft Photoscan
Professional (Version 1.3). The default settings were: Key Point
Limit = 40 000; Tie Point Limit = 4000 points. Alternative values
were tested but it was concluded that the default settings
provided just as accurate and comprehensive data as other
settings (Table 1). The key point limit defines the maximum
number of feature points identified in each image and made
available for the subsequent image to image search for con-
jugate (paired) points in neighbouring images; the Tie Point
Limit defines the maximum number of key points from each
image that can be selected and used in the bundle adjustment
solution (triangulation; Agisoft 2018). Key Point and Tie Pont
values can be varied on a case-by-case basis to optimise the
reliability of a photogrammetric solution.

The High Quality alignment setting was used in the pro-
cessing of the datasets, meaning that the images were
sampled at their original resolution. Selecting Medium
Quality would subsample the image resolution by half and
Ultra-High would resample the images to double resolution.
Generic pre-selection of the photos was enabled as there

Table 1. Alignment parameters set for processing the photographs acquired
by the DJI Phantom 4 Pro for the survey over a planted stand of young
Eucalyptus pellita

Processing parameters Values

Alignment
Accuracy High

Generic preselection Yes
Reference preselection No
Key point limit 40 000

Tie point limit 4000
Adaptive camera model fitting Yes

Matching time 11 min 52 s
Alignment time 3 min 11 s

Optimisation
Parameters F, b1, b2, cx, cy, k1-k4, p1, p2

Adaptive camera model fitting No
Optimisation time 8 s
Dense point cloud

Points 16 653 614
Point colours 3 bands (RGB), unit 8

Reconstruction
Quality High

Depth filtering Mild
Depth maps generation time 2 h 34 min
Dense cloud generation time 3 h 51 min

RGB, Red Green Blue.
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was a single flight and the photos were sequentially num-
bered. As surveyed GCP were used, the Reference Pre
Selection option was disabled and GNSS coordinates for all
the images were unchecked (disabled). The sometimes inter-
mittent/poor quality of the DJI Phantom 4 Pro GPS positional
data means that the geotagged image coordinates are insuf-
ficient to reliably control the precise alignment of photo-
graphs. The geotagged coordinates can be used but
tolerances for the accuracy need to be set accordingly in
the software. The real world planimetric (E, N) accuracy
might be as low as ±1–5 m, and we have observed errors
in geotagged elevation of up to 100 m, particularly if suffi-
cient time is not allowed at the commencement of the flight
or if GNSS coverage is poor. Adaptive Camera Model Fitting
was selected in the alignment options due to the regular
gridded nature of the acquired photographs and the lack of
tie runs orthogonal to the main flight lines and of oblique/
convergent photographs. The overall solution was optimised
using the default parameters which were selected on the
basis of the effectiveness of the calibration of the camera
lens derived from the point matching and effective overlap
of the SfM alignment solution.

Extraction of the point cloud data

The dense point cloud was generated with the default
values of High Quality and Mild depth filtering. High
quality was selected in order to constrain processing
time while still providing a high level of detail. Mild
depth filtering was selected to ensure there was
a neutral amount of filtering; that is, a balance between
appropriate levels of noise reduction while maintaining
good detection of upper and mid-parts of the tree crowns
(Osborn et al. 2017).

Segmenting the bare earth terrain

The settings for ground point extraction in Photoscan from
the dense point cloud were: Angle 45°, Distance 0.1 m and Cell
Size 5 m. These settings resulted in the detection of ground
and low points at an observed efficiency of about 90%; manual
editing or refinement of the settings would be required in
order to improve this result. It is important to optimise ground
detection, particularly in the absence of a separately acquired
bare earth elevation model derived either from DAP captured
prior to planting or fromALS. These bare earth Digital Elevation
Models (DEMs) are used to normalise the point cloud for the
creation of a CHMand for detection of individual tree tops from
which can be derived key inventory parameters (Bohlin et al.
2012; White et al. 2013; Stone et al. 2016).

RGB orthophotography

Two types of orthophoto mosaics were produced. The first
was produced using a DEM of the extracted ground surface
points. This results in a seamless but spatially less accurate
representation of the tree vegetation because the location of
image points representing vegetation is spatially corrected
on the basis of the bare earth height at the location rather
than using the height of the vegetation, that is—the relief
distortion in the imagery is not removed as accurately as
possible. This mosaic was used for a visual inspection of the
individual tree characteristics and to check overall survey
location accuracy against the GNSS ground control.

The second orthophoto was produced using a DSM mesh
generated from the classified dense point cloud that
excluded points classified as ground or low-point classes.
For visualisation of the raster orthophoto, this results in
a more accurate representation of the location of the canopy
and tree crowns in the orthophoto because the mesh is
optimally fitting the canopy, but it results in a more

Figure 1. Individual tree heights annotated onto an orthophoto derived using a digital surface model (DSM). High points in the DSM are closely aligned with
the image of each tree top
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fragmented orthophoto (Fig. 1) because the surface model
being used to account for relief distortion in the photogra-
phy is far less smooth than an extracted bare earth terrain
model.

Individual tree crown segmentation and tree height
estimation

The registered and classified point cloud data generated in
Agisoft Photoscan were exported in .las format as single
blocks totalling 17 000 000 points. Exporting the data as
a single block is critical as tiled datasets result in offset
duplicate points along the .las tile boundaries in later pro-
cessing steps. The point cloud was then normalised in the
LAStools (rapidlasso GmbH) software package using the
ground points classified in the Photoscan ground detection
module. While it is possible to use the ‘detect ground func-
tions’ within either the LAStools or CloudCompare
(danielgm.net) software packages to achieve similar results,
the manual editing and automated attributing of the point
cloud is currently easier within Agisoft Photoscan.

The classified point cloud data were then processed in the
software tool PointcloudITD (Bryson 2017) to extract tree loca-
tions. The PointcloudITD software package is freely available

from the Forests & Wood Products website (https://www.fwpa.
com.au/resources/resources/1461-deployment-and-integration-
of-cost-effective-high-spatial-resolution-remotely-sensed-data-
for-the-australian-forestry-industry.html). The ground points
used for the height normalisation of the point cloud were
those generated in Photoscan. The processing variables used
for tree top identification were: CHM raster generation 0.10 m,
for Local Maxima Finding where Minimum Radius = 0.9 m and
Maximum Radius = 10.0 m. Throughmanual observations it was
noted that the PointcloudITD software accurately detected trees
that retained dead leaves but had difficulty detecting tree stems
after leaf fall.

Extracted tree heights could not be compared with the
ground measurements as field assessments were not under-
taken. Previous studies, however, have demonstrated the
acceptability of deriving individual tree heights using UAV-
mounted camera imagery (e.g. Birdal et al. 2017). Note,
however, that tree heights measured in point cloud data
are likely to be referenced to a ground surface extracted
from either the DAP point cloud or an ALS point cloud and
so may be biased by very low vegetation or forest litter,
leading to an underestimation of true heights. It is highly
desirable to acquire an accurate bare earth surface such as
could be acquired just prior to, or soon after, planting.

Derivation of vegetation indices from the RGB point
cloud

RGB-based VIs can be derived from combinations of the DN
values captured by consumer-grade digital cameras. The
degree of pre-processing undertaken for atmospheric and
radiometric calibration can vary considerably. Some opera-
tors have applied no pre-processing to their images while
others have implemented complex data workflows (e.g.
Lebourgeois et al. 2008). Imagery can initially be calibrated
per band in order to estimate surface reference values
using methods such as the Empirical Line Method, which
is a simple and direct approach to calibrate the DNs of
images to approximated units of surface reflectance.
Several raster transform algorithms (i.e. VIs) were evaluated
for generating a visually distinctive 3D point cloud repre-
sentation of the foliar damage symptoms (i.e. necrotic/dead
leaf tissue) on individual tree crowns. Visual comparisons
resulted in the selection of the VARI as the most sensitive to
the extent and severity of necrotic leaf tissue within a tree
crown, where VARIGreen = (G-R)/(G + R-B) based on the
uncalibrated DN for each of the green (G), red (R) and
blue (B) values. The VARI index is commonly used for
monitoring the health of agricultural crops and provides
a measure of the ‘greenness’ of targeted vegetation (e.g.
Sakamoto et al. 2012b). The fact that it can be derived from
an RGB camera makes it very convenient. As a ratio index, it
in part minimises the influence of atmospheric effects,
however, variations in sunlight and cloud cover will make
temporal comparisons difficult.

Within Photoscan, the point cloud colour palette is trans-
formed using the Set Raster Transform function (Fig. 2(a)).
The Palette histogram can then be clipped to highlight areas
attributed to dead or dying vegetation that appear brown in
the normal RGB palette but accentuated to a distinctive red
colour in the VARI palette. Figure 2(b) illustrates how the
colour histogram was clipped at 0.25 units either side of 0,
i.e. from −0.25 to 0.25.

Figure 2. Illustration of settings used in the (a) Agisoft photoscan set raster
transform function and (b) raster transform palette settings used for VARI VI
VARI, visible atmospheric resistant index.
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The accuracy of the VARI-transformed orthophoto in detect-
ing necrotic foliage was assessed by visually allocating indivi-
dual tree crowns into four classes of crown damage severity: (1)
healthy; (2) partially damaged; (3) totally necrotic/dead and (4)
missing. A total of 1250 tree crowns were visually assessed in
the RGB orthophoto and the VARI orthophoto. The time taken
to assess the crowns in both the RGB and VARI orthophotos
was also recorded. The visual crown assessments were then
added to a confusion error matrix and the Producer’s error (a
measure of omission error), User’s error (a measure of commis-
sion error) and Overall accuracy were calculated (Congalton
1990). A subset of trees with discrepancies in crown health
classification between the two images were visually examined
in more detail in the VARI point cloud.

Results

Figure 3(a) and (b) illustrate the RGB point cloud of a small
stand of trees from within the study site (Fig. 3(a)) and the
corresponding normalised and Z clipped VARI-transformed
point cloud (Fig. 3(b)). The VARI point cloud was clipped to
1 m above ground level to remove the ground points which
share the same reflectance as the diseased trees due to
presence of similar coloured soil, dead understorey vegeta-
tion and leaf litter.

Figure 4 presents an individual diseased tree that has
been clipped out of the point cloud. The distribution and
relative amount of necrotic leaf tissue caused by the bacter-
ial wilt Ralstonia sp. is visible in the RGB image as a brown
discolouration but this is clearly enhanced through the
application of the VARI algorithm. The areas of red and
yellow in the VARI point cloud relate to the location and
level of foliar damage, with yellow colouring representing

lower severity than the red discolouration. The extent of
necrosis on this example tree is less likely to be clearly visible
in the orthophoto as the disease is concentrated in the lower
half of the tree. The presence of senescent understorey
vegetation also illustrates the requirement to filter out
these data from the lower VARI point cloud.

Figure 5 presents a nadir view of the stand after the point
cloud has been height normalised (in LAStools), the points
classified as ground removed and then clipped at a Z height
value that removes the understorey vegetation. This
Z clipped point cloud minimises topographical effects and
eliminates noise resulting from misclassified ground points,
providing distinct visualisation of the dead trees with the
necrotic crowns coloured red.

Figure 3. (a) The RGB point cloud of a small stand of trees from within the
study site; (b) shows the corresponding normalised and Z clipped VARI-
transformed point cloud
RGB, Red Green Blue; VARI, Visible Atmospheric Resistant Index.

Figure 4. Comparison of a partially diseased Eucalyptus pellita crown as pre-
sented in the RGB point cloud dataset with the enhanced point cloud dataset
transformed through application of the VARI algorithm to the individual points
RGB, Red Green Blue; VARI, Visible Atmospheric Resistant Index.

Figure 5. Nadir view of the VARI point cloud that has been height normalised
and ‘Z clipped’ to remove the influence of the understorey and soil influences.
The red dots represent necrotic trees
VARI, Visible Atmospheric Resistant Index.

Table 2. Confusion matrix and accuracy results for visually detecting healthy, partially affected, dead and missing Eucalyptus pellita crowns affected by the
bacterial wilt Ralstonia sp.

RGB orthophoto

Healthy Partially necrotic Completely necrotic Missing Total

VARI-transformed orthophoto Healthy 1131 7 0 0 1138
Partially necrotic 2 28 0 0 30

Completely necrotic 0 2 40 0 42
Missing 0 2 0 38 40

Total 1133 39 40 38 1250

RGB, Red Green Blue; VARI, Visible Atmospheric Resistant Index.
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A non-standard elevation mesh was used to produce
a VARI-derived orthophoto with which to visualise the dead
trees in raster form. The mesh is a smoothed DSM of all non-
ground classified points with extrapolation disabled so that
the mesh represents just the patches of the tree crowns.

Of the 1250 tree crowns visually assessed in the RGB
orthophoto, the majority were classed as healthy (= 1133
trees), 39 crowns had some necrotic foliage, 40 crowns were
completely necrotic and 38 crowns appears to be missing.
The discrepancies in classification when the same crowns
were assessed in the VARI-transformed orthophoto are pre-
sented in a confusion matrix (Table 2). The Producer’s accu-
racy’s (%) for the four classes were 99.8, 71.8, 100.0, 100.0,
respectively, and the User’s accuracies (%) were 99.4, 93.3,
95.2 and 95.0, respectively. This resulted in an overall accu-
racy of 99.0. Caution, however, is required in interpreting
these results because of the zero’s occurring in the confu-
sion matrix. The time required to identify and classify
unhealthy trees on the RGB raster image was approximately
1.5 hours and the same process for the VARI raster image
was only 15 minutes.

Some discrepancies between the two images arose
because it was difficult to assess using the RGB orthophoto
whether an outer circle of dead leaves was associated with
a tree crown or with ground vegetation. On inspection of
these trees in the 3D VARI point cloud, this distinction was
much easier to identify. It was also easier to detect necrotic
foliage in the lower crown. Viewing the VARI data in the VARI
orthophoto was simpler and faster than inspecting the VARI
point cloud, however, the canopy could then be viewed in
the 3D point cloud format whenever required.

Discussion

There are potentially several important advantages to using
data that has spectral information assigned to individual
points in a 3D point cloud representation of the plantation
canopy. Advantages of this approach are that:

● Data collection is affordable and flexible. For relatively
small areas, (<1000 ha), the minimum requirements are
a conventional small format digital camera and UAV
platform

● Acquisition of photography to coincide with preferred
operational or environmental conditions is straightfor-
ward, particularly in the case of UAV platforms and it is
increasingly easy to access and use SfM photogramme-
try software

● Very high spatial resolution and high spatial accuracy is
possible, with GSDs (image resolution) better than
5 cm routinely possible and spatial accuracy of
a similar magnitude

● RGB colour information, derived VIs and structural
three-dimensionally located point clouds are contained
in a single coherent dataset, derived using the same
image acquisition and processing methods. Spectral
and structural data are thus natively coincident rather
than reliant on fusion of data from multiple sensors
with concomitant errors due to the differing spatial
accuracy, spatial resolution and alignment of each
data set, the data fusion process, or uncertainty asso-
ciated with structural and spectral data being collected
at different epochs

● Derived point clouds encoded with RGB VIs allow for
more refined data analysis than can be obtained from
raster imagery. The 3D point cloud format allows points
associated with terrain to be removed, thus removing
from the data spectral responses from understorey
vegetation or ground litter. The point cloud format
also allows for the possibility of voxel-based analysis
(Pearse et al. 2018) and thus discrimination of returns
from particular components of the canopy.

There are, however, also inherent limitations in the quality of
SfM point cloud representations of forest (and plantation)
canopies. Extraction of the 3D data relies on conjugate
features being visible and reliably matched in multiple
images. As a consequence, the 3D point cloud data will
normally extend for only a limited depth into the canopy;
there will be gaps in the data whenever a component of the
canopy is not visible in multiple images due to occlusions or
due to poor illumination; and there will be erroneous 3D
data due to errors in the image matching process (Dandois
et al. 2017; Iqbal et al. 2018b). Careful flight planning, includ-
ing consideration of optimal GSD, the use of very high
forward and side-overlap imagery, the use of orthogonal
flight lines, the choice of camera format and focal length,
and the selection of flying time to optimise solar azimuth
can reduce these limitations (Dandois et al. 2015; Osborn
et al. 2017; Pepe et al. 2018). In addition, the influence of
canopy structure is assumed to be minimal in young homo-
geneous tree plantations compared to a multi-species, multi-
age native forest.

The software Agisoft Photoscan provides a simple solu-
tion to VI derivation and presentation through its transform
and colour palette functions (Fig. 2(a) and (b)). This proce-
dure was made simple, in part, because we used uncali-
brated DN values. If sunlight conditions vary across a large
study site, or vary during acquisition then there may be
benefits in adjusting the point cloud colour palette for sub-
sections of the site. If there is a need for temporal compar-
isons then radiometric calibration may be required with
conversion to comparable reflectance values (Iqbal et al.
2018a). Notwithstanding these limitations, we have demon-
strated that simple VIs can easily be attributed to every point
in a 3D point cloud.

The applicability of this approach for forest health sur-
veillance depends on the capacity of RGB VIs to detect
unhealthy foliage in tree crowns, in particular the detection
of specific symptoms caused by the damaging agent of
interest (Stone et al. 2003). This process therefore requires
an understanding of the chronology of crown symptoms
attributed to specific damaging agents. In our case, the
VARI VI appears to be sensitive to the presence of necrotic
foliage caused by the bacterial wilt but it needs to be seen
whether it can also detect other foliar symptoms such as
foliar chlorosis (yellowing). It is unlikely that these simple VIs
could function as a general purpose tree health indicator.
More trialling is required to determine which VIs are most
suited for different damaging agents. Testing differing VIs,
however, is not a difficult task. The Triangular Greenness
Index (TGI) (Hunt et al. 2011; Hunt et al. 2013), for example,
may be more suited for detecting foliage suffering from
chlorosis (low chlorophyll content). Implementing different
VIs into the workflow described above is straightforward and
so there is considerable scope of exploring 3D point cloud
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vegetation data with a variety of RGB VIs. These may include,
for example, the RGB VI (Upadhyay 2016), the 2G_RBi green-
ness index (Woebbecke et al. 1995; Richardson et al. 2007;
Sakamoto et al. 2012a; Sakamoto et al. 2012b; Bendig 2015;
Inoue et al. 2015; Anderson et al. 2016) or the Channel %
Index (Woebbecke et al. 1995; Richardson et al. 2007;
Sakamoto et al. 2012a; Sakamoto et al. 2012b; Bendig et al.
2015; Inoue et al. 2015).

The majority of published VIs are based on a mixture of
visible and NIR bands. An opportunity afforded by modern
digital cameras is the high sensitivity of their imaging arrays
to light in the NIR (Nijland et al. 2014; Zheng et al. 2018).
These cameras can be modified by removing an NIR filter to
capture in the NIR part of the spectrum. This would enable
capture of the Normalised Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI), which is one of the most commonly employed VIs.
The NDVI is responsive to levels of green biomass and hence
could be sensitive to varying levels of defoliation in young
tree crowns. In addition, light-weight multispectral (with NIR
wavebands) and hyperspectral sensors are becoming more
available, with the expectation that their prices will fall.

The extraction of spectral data from raster format unrec-
tified, rectified or orthophoto images does not capture the
influence of the 3D structural characteristics of forest cano-
pies on spectral behaviour. Therefore, while the use of this
imagery for analysing vegetation health may be suitable for
many agricultural crops (e.g. Candiago et al. 2015), ortho-
photography may not accurately represent the full extent of
damage in a stand of trees and complicates spectral inter-
pretation because of the vertical integration of data into
a single raster pixel. Cardil et al. (2017), for example, noted
that their models derived from UAV-acquired RGB orthopho-
tography underestimated defoliation in a mixed species for-
est. They concluded that field estimates of defoliation were
based on a visual assessment of the entire crown thus
providing a percentage of defoliation in volume, whereas
the 2D orthophotography may not have captured defolia-
tion occurring in lower parts of the trees.

This issue can be addressed by directly examining the
spectral information of each point in the 3D point cloud
because each point in the cloud has both an X, Y, Z, (E, N,
H) coordinate and an assigned DN brightness value for each
spectral (R, G, B) band. Notwithstanding the potential limited
penetration of 3D point cloud data in tree canopies, we
argue that this colour information encoded into photogram-
metrically derived dense points is a simple, affordable solu-
tion to improving the detection and mapping of tree
damage symptoms. The visual assessment of damaged tree
crowns in an orthophoto derived from a VARI point cloud
data revealed that it was easier, and therefore quicker to
detect necrotic foliage than in a corresponding RGB ortho-
photo. The VARI-assigned values visually accentuated the
presence of even small patches of necrotic foliage.

A high-quality Digital Terrain Model (DTM) was not
already available for the study site. This is usually derived
from ALS data or photogrammetrically at a time when the
vegetation cover is sparse (e.g. just prior to planting). The
DTM is required in order to remove terrain height and in
turn obtain canopy or individual tree heights, which is an
essential step in the extraction of metrics for inventory
attribute estimation and mapping (White et al. 2013; White
et al. 2015). In the case of the study site used in this project,
the relatively young age of the plantation together with the

use of very high overlap photography meant that a reliable
DTM could be derived. In other circumstances, particularly
where there is greater canopy closure, it is less likely
a suitable DTM could be extracted. It is important to note,
however, that a high accuracy bare earth DTM is not neces-
sarily required if the only purpose of the photography is to
assess tree health, rather than also to extract reliable esti-
mates of tree height (and other inventory parameters that
can be derived from the normalised point cloud). If inven-
tory attributes are not required, then a VI can be applied to
point cloud data that has not been normalised using a DTM
or has been normalised using only a low accuracy DTM.
Some modification to the approach used to remove point
cloud data associated with bare earth, low (non-plantation)
vegetation and leaf litter would be required.

Several studies have demonstrated the comparable per-
formance of LiDAR and DAP point clouds for modelling
forest attributes such as mean height and standing volume
using an area-based approach (e.g. Bohlin et al. 2012; White
et al. 2015; Caccamo et al. 2018; Iqbal et al. 2018b). Our
study demonstrates the potential of processing a single 3D
imagery point cloud to simultaneously map key inventory
attributes as well as survey for unhealthy tree crowns with
dead and dying foliage. These tasks can now be undertaken
using consumer-grade UAV systems and processed in work-
flows readily available in software packages such as Agisoft
Photoscan and LAStools (rapidlasso GmbH). Using ground-
based crown health assessments, further studies could
assess whether the spectral information captured in the 3D
point clouds are suitable for automated classification of
damage severity (Lehmann et al. 2015; Dash et al. 2017).
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